Nature’s Highways:
Roadside Verges
on the Isle of Wight
Bringing back colour and
insect life to the verge

This leaflet is a celebration
of our Island verges.
It explains their importance for
wildlife, how verges need to be
managed and how we
can all help.

Why our verges are important

There are hundreds of species of wild flower found
on verges. With over 97% of meadows destroyed
since the 1930s as agriculture has changed, road
verges have become a vital refuge for pollinators
and other wildlife. Sadly this network is under
threat. Poor management, pollution and erosion
due to the size and number of vehicles using our
narrow rural roads have led to a drop in floral
diversity and wildlife.
This is what looked after verges can provide:
��� corridors for wildlife to move about the

landscape in safety
��� feeding stations for insects that pollinate our

field crops, orchards and gardens
��� displays of colour in the landscape for our

enjoyment, helping to reduce stress and
improve our quality of life
��� buffers that absorb emissions from vehicles

and, together with hedgerows reduce soil
erosion.
It is also vital that verges are maintained and cut
more regularly in places, for the safety of all road
users: vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists and riders.

This is what badly managed verges
with less colour look like:

● matted vegetation such as nettles and thistles
and other rank weeds will prevent wild flowers
from getting their seeds established
● brambles and scrub growth from spreading
hedgerows will shade the verge and impede
walkers and riders
● visibility issues will arise on junctions, corners
and bends.
‘Badly managed’ usually means that:
● verges have been cut too often
● they have been cut at the wrong times when
wild flowers have not had a chance to set seed
● there has been an increase in fertility of the
verge caused by fertiliser run-off from fields and
all the accumulation of cuttings over time
● large vehicles have repeatedly damaged the soil
structure.
BUT verges like this can be restored
and, with the help of the charity Plantlife, we
know what to do.

Working towards ideal management
At the moment the Isle of Wight Council requires
Island Roads to make two rural cuts per year. Bends
and visibility areas are cut up to four times a year for
safety.
In addition to this a group of ‘special’ verges has
been identified, containing rare plants and insects.
These require bespoke management to conserve
their ecology.
So, usually verges have been cut between the
months of March and October. These are not the
best times for wild flowers, preventing them from
completing the cycle from flowering to seeding.
The recommendation in
the Strategy is that verges
will benefit from a late
winter cut to promote
early flowering, and an
autumn cut after seeding.
This approach is being
trialled in 2020. It may
take some time before we
see more colour and
insect life in the
landscape. Regular
surveying of plant life is an important part of this
process.

What we can do to help
�� adopt or ‘foster’ a favourite verge within a

parish to record plant and insect life
��� help with verge health by removing cuttings

and trimming woody plants
��� learn about verge health, biodiversity and key

species for pollination; useful information is
given at the back of this leaflet
�� �take care of our rural lanes by driving

responsibly and avoid driving over verges and
parking on them
��� manage verges for wildlife on private property,

a perfectly tailored bank has little value to
wildlife
��� take part in verge renovation projects – for

example sowing wildflower seeds such as
yellow rattle
��� find out about special verges in your area and

what they contain
��� find out what your town or parish council is

doing to look after its verges in a
wildlife friendly way.

Useful information and contacts
The Island has produced a strategy document –
Nature’s Highways: The Sustainable Management
of Road Verges on the Isle of Wight.
https://www.wightaonb.org.uk/aboutus/what-we-do/publications
The charity Plantlife offers guidance on verge
management, names top plants, produces regular
newsletters and shares case studies of good
practice around the country.
https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk
The Wildlife Trusts campaign to save wild species.
Their website holds useful information on verge
habitats, species and wildlife events.
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org

The Greater Broomrape is a rare plant
found on only one Island verge
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